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Abstract
As part of a collaboration formed to study the X-ray emission from hot stars, we have obtained X-ray spectra of two O-type stars (HD 93129 and HD
93250). In addition to the high-resolution spectra that were the focus of the collaboration, this data set contains a number of direct X-ray images of
other hot stars in the Carina Nebula complex. Each star of the two main stars were observed multiple times with different instrument orientations, so
our first goal was to combine all of the images for each star into a single master image. We constructed an "exposure map" which visually describes
the measured sensitivity of different regions of the cluster. We placed circular regions around all the detected stellar sources in the X-ray images
and attempted to identify which stars they corresponded to in the visual image. We then measured the properties of the photon counts within each
region and compared their X-ray properties with the properties of the stellar sources in other bands, if known.
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This is a Hubble image of the Carina Nebula, NGC 3372. The Trumpler 14 star cluster can be
seen on the right side of the image with its main star HD93129. This star, along with the star
HD93250, which can be seen near the top of the image in a darker spot, are the two stars main
stars the X-ray telescope was pointed at when our data was taken. The star Eta Carinae is on the
left side of the image. The star HD93162 was also studied but is not within this image. The Trumpler 16 star cluster is on the left hand side of the image, and is much larger than the Trumpler 14
star cluster. (Image credit: NASA, ESA, N. Smith (U. California, Berkeley) et al., and The Hubble
Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)).
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All 12 of the observations that were used were taken with different orientations. Five observations were aimed at the star HD93250, while the other
seven targeted HD93129. We combined all of the images to create a more
complete image of the entire area. The different roll orientations of the sixCCD detector on the sky for the various exposures creates the asterisk-like
pattern seen. They were aligned using World Coordinate System, or WCS.
Note that in this figure, north is up. By comparing the positions of the stars
HD93250, HD93129, and Eta Car, it can be seen how this X-ray image relates
to the visible image displayed as the first figure.

This figure is an enlarged version of the center of the figure to the left. After merging all of the data we
identified the stars. Using Feinstein, Marraco, & Muzzio (1973) as our finder chart we were able to
identify which stars were in our data. Then to find the exact coordinates of the star we used SIMBAD,
an online database of stars and their coordinates. The coordinates of the star were determined by entering the star number into SIMBAD and then the coordinates were put into a text file. The text file was
then read by the graphic display software to indicate the locations of the stars on the image with small
circles. One star was found by entering the coordinates in SIMBAD, which then gave the star number.
The star is HD93403, the star in the upper left of the image. The two stars with blue regions are
HD93250 and HD93129, the two stars on which the observations centered.
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The Chandra X-ray Observatory was launched July 23, 1999.
Each image from Chandra has fifty times the resolution of the previous X-ray imaging instruments. After being taken, observational
data is telemetered from orbit to Earth where it can be analyzed
using the Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observations (CIAO)
suite of programs which we have installed on the UWEC campus.

The Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer, or ACIS, is made up
of 10 CCD chips that take images and spectral data. CCD
stands for charge-coupled device. When used in X-ray astronomy, there is one count on a chip for every single photon that
hits it. The resulting data can be used to make X-ray images and
at the same time measures the energy of the X-ray. Appearing
as dark squares in the above image, it can be seen that four of
the chips form a square shape and the remaining six are in a
line. During our observations, only the six-element linear array
was activated (ACIS-I).
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This is a single raw X-ray image of part of the Carina Nebula
taken by the Chandra X-ray Observatory. The six chips of
ACIS-I are visible (the different grey scales are due to their different characteristic background count rates). The star HD
93250 is in the center of this image. Each observation is given
an observation ID (for example, this observation is ObsId 7341).
There are a total of twelve observations in our set of data. Each
image is either centered on HD93250 or HD93129, which are
both in the Carina Nebula.
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We used this figure from Feinstein, Marraco, & Muzzio
(1973) as a finder chart to identify the stellar X-ray images in
our data. Using the stars they had already determined, we
were able to use the star numbers to find the stars on our
own data. All of the stars we identified in our data were labeled in this paper except for HD93403.

This illustrates an “exposure map” which we developed for this exposure.
An exposure map displays the effective exposure time for each position
on the sky, where black indicates no exposure time and white indicates
maximum exposure time. The blurring of the edges in this image is due to
telescope “dither:” the telescope is gently rocked through a complex pattern during the exposure to even out pixel-to-pixel inconsistencies and
partially fill in the gaps between the chips. This will be used in later calibration of the data, but was not used in the rough-cut-flux spectra displayed later in this poster.

Works Cited: Feinstein, A.; Marraco, H. G.; Muzzio, J. C. “A single
young open cluster comprising TR 14 and TR 16.” Astronomy and
Astrophysics Supplement 12, 331(1973).

After identifying the stars, we used the circular regions shown to extract the low-resolution X-ray
spectra of the stars. These graphs represent the number of photons per energy bin. A star with
hotter X-ray emission would have a peak farther to the right side of the graph, whereas a star with
cooler X-ray emission would peak closer to the left. Each cross shows the number of photon
counts within a specific energy range. This represents the spectrum of the star. The vertical lines
that can be seen are emission spectra lines. Every element has its own individual spectrum and
the elements within a star can be determined by the star’s spectral lines.
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